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learning through service and to award role
models and promotional staff for exemplary
performance in order to encourage youths to
gain practical experience by combining courses
or activities with learning through service
proposals, achieving the goal of using with what
you learn. By integrating practical experiences
with knowledge and skills, youths are able to
gain self - growth. Furthermore, through the
mutual interaction that is co-prosperous and
co-sharing between servers and receivers, the
environment we all share will be improved and
a just and harmonic society will ultimately be
built.
on the international stage and leads the new
generation into the global stage. By upgrading
the international competitiveness and mobility
of the youth, they will gain more opportunities
to be part of the global actions and fulfill their
dreams. The young generations will increase
the basic international knowledge and quality
through the foreign exchange with youth from
all over the world.
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Promote Learning Through Service

Promote and implement proposals for learning
through services from the Ministry with
a focus on promoting and fulfilling such a
concept. Combine forces from governments of
all levels, schools, communities and non-profit
organizations to create collaboration and support
network, and strengthen resource integration for
learning through services. The key focus includes
developing training courses for seed teachers,
and strengthening the information platform for
learning, subsidizing universities, colleges and
junior colleges to promote a creative proposal for
service learning that focus on the community.
Also, the colleges are strongly encouraged
to lead the nearby junior and elementary
schools to promote learning through service
in a customized manner. Conduct a national
end result exhibition and award ceremony on
learning through services to promote exchanges
on domestic and international experiences with
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Promote Channels for Youth Travel
and Study

Promote a youth travel program to encourage
youths to leave their classrooms and comfort
zones to try different lifestyles, and guide them
to see different aspects of Taiwan so that they
care for and become more passionate about
their native land through non - orthodoxical
educational channels; also, through this
youth travel program, youths’ ability to do
independent thinking, adapt and react and
solve problems are cultivated so that they may
find themselves, experience life, and look for
directions and possibilities for their future while
developing self-knowledge and increasing their
competitiveness. This program is combined with
charity issues to encourage youths to evolve
and grow through altruistic acts; meetings
are arranged for youths to share their travel
experience, including sharing from youth
experts, in order to expand the influence of role
models and promote a trend for youth travel. To
broaden youths’ international horizons and their
international mobility, the Ministry encourages
universities, colleges and junior colleges to
incorporate the idea of “Gap Year” in the courses
they offer. Specific learning themes will be
designed by teachers and with these courses,
students are offered a complete and systematic
learning opportunity, providing for our young
students to study abroad through multiple
channels.
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The government has demonstrated the
importance it attaches to educational
development by increasing the education
budget. President Ma Ying-jeou announced
on January, 6, 2016 the some of the
amended articles in the Compilation and
Administration of Education Expenditures
Act, which increased the percentage of
funds allotted to education expenditures
from 22.5% to 23% of the national budget,
which should add more than NT$12 billion
to the current education budget which
will be shared by central government and
local governments according to the law.
The new policy will take effect in 2017. In
addition, regarding the increased education
budget, the Ministry of Education will plan
for educational investments and allocate
budgets based on two major aspects: its
development and whether it takes care of
disadvantaged minorities.
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Education Expenditures
In the 1951 fiscal year, the education budget for
all educational levels was NT$ 213 million, which
accounted for 1.68% of GDP; in the 2015 fiscal year,
the figure has since reached NT$ 848.21 billion,
or 5.08% of GDP. The budget for private education
institutions has also risen from the 1961 fiscal year,
when private institutions accounted for less than
10% of the total education budget, to fiscal year
2015, when funding for private institutions reached
25.28% of the education budget; public schools
meanwhile enjoyed 74.72% of the budget.
Looking at the breakdown of each education
level, in SY2014, the total education budget was
NT$ 710.4 billion, of which preschool education
accounted for 7.57%, elementary and junior high
education accounted for 42.61%, senior secondary
education accounted for 14.99%, higher education
accounted for 34.22% (junior colleges 0.75%,
universities and colleges 33.47%), and 0.61% went
to other institutions.
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